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Summary box

What is already known about this subject?
 ► Crypt fission increases growth of the small intestine 
in mice and rats.

What are the new findings?
 ► LGR5+ intestinal stem cells were expanded in both 
rats and humans during infancy.

 ► Expansion of intestinal stem cells occurred through 
division of whole crypts, but was ‘hidden’.

 ► Intestinal stem cells remained elevated in humans 
until mid- teenage years, but declined rapidly in in-
fant rats.

 ► Blockade of Wnt signalling with Dickkopf (a specific 
Wnt inhibitor) in rats reduced both intestinal stem 
cells and crypt fission, but did not affect mitotic 
count per crypt.

How might it impact on clinical practice in the 
foreseeable future?

 ► Trials of intestinal growth factors for intestinal failure 
should adequately assess crypt fission and intesti-
nal stem cells, as most studies have only investigat-
ed factors/hormones augmenting crypt hyperplasia.

AbSTrACT
Objective Wnt-β-catenin signalling is essential for 
intestinal stem cells. Our aim was to investigate the 
relationship between intestinal stem cells and crypt fission 
which peaks during infancy.
Design Duodenal biopsies were obtained during 
endoscopy to assess the severity of reflux oesophagitis 
of 15 infants, children and teenagers, which would not 
affect the duodenum. Samples of small intestine were 
also obtained from rats 7–72 days of life. Crypt fission 
was assessed using microdissection of 100 whole crypts 
and recording the percentage of bifid crypts. Intestinal 
LGR5+ stem cells were identified by in situ hybridisation. 
Rats were treated with Dickkopf to block Wnt-β-catenin 
signalling.
results Crypt fission peaked during infancy before 
declining after 3–4 years in humans and after 21 days of 
life in rats. Occasional mitotic figures were seen in bifid 
crypts during early fission. Stem cells were elevated for 
a greater period during infancy and childhood in humans. 
Clustering of Paneth cells was present around the stem 
cells at the crypt base. Dickkopf reduced the number of 
stem cells and crypt fission to 45% and 29%, respectively, 
of control values, showing dependence of both crypt 
fission and Lgr5+ stem cells on Wnt signalling. However, 
Dickkopf did not decrease mitotic count per crypt, 
indicating a difference in signalling between stem cells 
and their progeny in the transit amplifying zone.
Conclusion Crypt fission peaks during infancy and is 
dependent on intestinal stem cells. This is relatively hidden 
by ‘a cloak of invisibility’ due to the low proliferation of 
stem cells.

IntroductIon
Intestinal crypt fission is the process of longi-
tudinal division of a crypt into two daughter 
crypts (figure 1). The process begins at the 
crypt base.1–4 Crypt fission occurs physiolog-
ically during postnatal growth in mice,1–3 
rats,4–6 pigs7 and humans.8 It also occurs 
pathologically in rodents and humans with 
the APC mutation,9 in response to cyto-
toxic drugs and mutagens,10 11 during repair 
after irradiation,12 or in response to surgical 
resection.13 Crypt fission is a separate but 
complementary process to crypt hyperplasia 

for intestinal epithelial growth.6 8 Studies 
of hormone growth factors (eg, insulin- 
like growth factor I or II, epidermal growth 
factor, keratinocyte growth factor) have not 
examined crypt fission, only crypt hyper-
plasia.14 15 Crypt fission broadens the primary 
cylindrical surface, whereas crypt hyperplasia 
grows inwards (orthogonally) to enlarge the 
secondary mucosal surface.16

Crypt fission is initiated in the stem cell 
region at the base of the crypts.17 Here, there 
are alternating stem cells and differentiated 
Paneth cells in close apposition, making 
up the stem cell niche (figure 1A).18 Later, 
the idea of a stem cell niche was expanded 
to include the surrounding pericryptal 
stroma.19 Intestinal stem cells were initially 
termed ‘crypt base columnar cells’.1 They are 
slender cells with vertical nuclei and sparse 
cytoplasm intercalated between Paneth 
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Figure 1 (A) The lower region of a crypt is shown with the 
upper segment not in the plane of section. The crypt base is 
populated by pink Paneth cells and alternating slender crypt 
base columnar (CBC) cells. (B) A bifid crypt with a cluster of 
pink Paneth cells at the crypt base and which is indented by 
a CBC (arrow) which is undergoing mitosis. Bar=50 µm.

cells.1 Intestinal stem cells are now identified by exclusive 
surface markers, such as leucine- rich repeat- containing 
G- protein coupled receptors (LGR5).20 Wnt-β-signalling 
is essential for maintenance of adult intestinal stem cells,21 
although how this occurs is not well defined. LGR5 is the 
receptor for R- spondins 1–4, which prolong the action of 
Wnt3 and Wnt2b, which are ligands for Wnt-β-signalling 
in the intestinal crypt.22–24 Stem cells are mitotically active 
but have slower proliferation than their more mitotically 
active progeny in the transit amplifying cell zone. The 
cycle time of stem cells is 21–24 hours in mice.20 25 This 
contrasts with the rapid proliferation of transit ampli-
fying cells, which have a cell cycle time of 12 hours.

A doubling of stem cells in the base of the crypt was 
initially suggested as the initial event in crypt fission.26 27 
This has not been observed in vivo in mice.3 Later, a further 
mechanism was advanced with formation of a cluster of 
Paneth cells around a stem cell, creating a nidus of weak-
ness that indents at the leading edge of the stem cell.28 29 
This is supported by budding of intestinal organoids in 
culture and in mice.28

The aims of this study were to investigate the age 
dependence of crypt fission using a tissue microdissection 

technique in humans and rats, and to investigate the rela-
tionship between expansion of intestinal stem cells and 
promotion of crypt fission.

SubjectS, anImalS and methodS
Subjects
Subjects were recruited after being booked for endos-
copy for medical reasons, typically to investigate the 
severity of reflux oesophagitis or dyspepsia for exclusion 
of duodenal ulcers. Biopsies for research were only taken 
if there is no macroscopic duodenal ulcer disease. The 
research component was to collect four additional biop-
sies from the second/third segment of the duodenum. 
There were 15 subjects and 16 sets of biopsies at age inter-
vals (one child had two endoscopies a few months apart). 
Two subjects were siblings. The age range was 1.1–14.7 
years. Infants were defined as older than 4 weeks but less 
than 2 years. Biopsies were collected in Clarke’s fixative 
(75% v/v and 25% v/v glacial acetic acid4) and neutral 
buffered formalin. The values of crypt fission in a further 
13 infants, 16 children and 39 adults from a previous 
study were combined with those in the present study.8

rats
Rats in litters were killed at 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 72 
days of life. The small intestine was removed and 1 cm 
samples taken at one- third along the length from the 
pylorus. Samples were shaken in Clarke’s fixative and 
placed in neutral buffered formalin overnight. The next 
day, the Clarke’s fixative and formalin were decanted 
and replaced with 70% vol/vol ethanol for storage until 
processed.

assessment of crypt fission by microdissection
Crypt fission was evaluated by a microdissection tech-
nique to isolate whole crypts.30–33 A small portion, approx-
imately 3×2 mm2, was rehydrated and heated in 1 N HCl 
at 60°C for 6–7 min. Schiff’s Feulgen reagent was added 
for about 10–30 min. The biopsy was washed in water. 
Tissue was placed in the lid of a Petri dish in water and 
microdissected with a cataract knife. Fragments of a row 
of villi with attached crypts (each villus has approximately 
5–7 attached crypts) were carefully placed in water on a 
microscope slide, and this was drained with a tissue and 
placed in a drop of 45% v/v acetic acid. A coverslip was 
placed on top. Crypt fission was assessed by counting the 
number of bifid crypts and was expressed as a percentage. 
At least 100–200 crypts were counted. The percentage of 
bifid crypts was recorded. Reproducibility was assessed by 
repeating the microdissection on a subsequent day. The 
difference of the two means over the first determination 
was expressed as a percentage. We also compared assess-
ment of crypt fission by branching of crypts in histolog-
ical section.

crypt cell apoptosis
During microdissection of human biopsies, the number 
of apoptotic cell bodies was recorded. Apoptotic cell 
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bodies were recognised as dark condensed bodies often 
surrounded by a clear halo. They were counted in whole 
crypts after the tissue was squashed to separate the indi-
vidual crypts.

crypt cell mitosis
Sections of duodenum from humans were prepared 
and mounted onto Superfrost Plus slides for immuno-
histochemistry (IHC). IHC for mitotic marker Ki-67 was 
performed using an automated machine (Autostainer 
Plus, Dako, Denmark) using Dako reagents and following 
standard protocols supplied by the manufacturer (FLEX 
Plus Detection System, Dako). Briefly, sections were depa-
raffinised in histolene, rehydrated through graded etha-
nols and treated in Dako PT Link (pretreated module) 
with preheated (65°C) FLEX Tris/EDTA at pH 9 retrieval 
solution, until solution reached 97°C where it stayed for 
20 min. It was then cooled back down to 65°C and dipped 
into the Dako wash buffer. Non- specific staining was 
blocked by 100 µL FLEX Peroxidase Block and 100 µL 
serum- free protein block. Primary antibody (ab16667) 
was diluted in Dako antibody diluent and remained for 
60 min, followed by application of 100 µL of the EnVi-
sion FLEX+Rabbit LINKER (#K8019, Dako) and 150 µL 
of diaminobenzidine (DAB) for 10 min. Sections were 
counterstained with Lillie- Mayer’s haematoxylin, dehy-
drated, cleared and coverslipped. Archived colon tumour 
sections were used as the positive control. Omission of 
the primary antibody was used as the negative control.

lGr5+ stem cells by in situ rna hybridisation
RNA expression of LGR5 (intestinal stem cell marker) 
was assessed by in situ hybridisation of duodenal biop-
sies from infants, children and teenagers/adults using 
RNAscope 2.5 HD Reagent Kit (322300, Advanced Cell 
Diagnostics, Hayward, California), and probes for human 
LGR5 (311021, 20 pairs of specific probes, target region 
560–1589) and rat LGR5 (403731, 20 pairs of specific 
probes, target region 200–1245) were used according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. A probe set for Rn- Ppib 
was used as the positive control. Briefly, the sections were 
pretreated by target retrieval reagents and incubated 
with the target probes for 2 hours at 40°C. The slides 
were washed at room temperature after each hybridisa-
tion step using the wash buffer. DAB was used to detect 
positive staining. The slides were then counterstained by 
Gill’s haematoxylin.

effect of dickkopf on lGr5+ stem cells and crypt fission in 
the rat
We retrieved paraffin blocks of small intestine from 
storage of saline injected control (n=5) and Dickkopf- 
treated (n=5) rats from a previous study.34 Treatment was 
with recombinant Dickkopf at a dose of 100 ng subcuta-
neously daily for 5 days. Rats were killed at 16 days of 
life. LGR5+ cells were identified by in situ hybridisation. 
Crypt fission was assessed by histological branching.

human and animal ethics
Consent was obtained from parents and, if age appro-
priate, from subjects. For in situ hybridisation, we also 
used an archive of duodenal biopsies from adults that 
had been collected for previous research studies. Subject 
consent at the time included use of biopsies for future 
human research studies.

Statistics
Crypt fission in humans was plotted as individual data. In 
rats, data were plotted as the mean and individual datum 
points to record central tendency and variability. A linear 
regression model with continuous variables was used for 
human data to test departure from equivalence of crypt 
fission with age. A linear regression model with categor-
ical variables was used for rats. Data were plotted using 
Prism V.7.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA).

reSultS
Intestinal crypt fission
Humans
Intestinal crypt fission for humans is illustrated in 
figures 1 and 2A. In humans, crypt fission peaked at 
~27% of crypts of three infants in the present study and 
decreased initially quickly and then more slowly during 
childhood and teenage years. As there were only three 
infants in the present study, crypt fission data for a further 
13 infants from our previous study were employed.8 The 
mean crypt fission in the combined total of 16 infants 
was 18%. Reproducibility of crypt fission was confirmed 
by the microdissection technique, whereby the mean of 
a second set of measures performed the following day 
was within 8% of the first determination. Crypt fission 
was high in infants (~18%) compared with any other 
age groups. Comparing humans and rats, the peak of 
crypt fission in humans is precocious, as crypt fission in 
humans starts in utero from the second trimester, but 
perinatally in rats.16

Assessment of crypt fission by branching in histological 
sections gave a fivefold lower mean value of 5.1% (range: 
3.7–6.5) in three infants and corresponding lower values 
in children and teenagers (data not shown). The mean 
(range) values for five teenagers aged 12 years or older 
was 1.5 (0–3.0). In fact, it was relatively infrequent.

Rats
Intestinal crypt fission for rats is shown in figure 2B. In 
rats, intestinal crypt fission peaked at 12% in 14- day- old 
rat pups. The same basic pattern of elevated crypt fission 
during infancy and decline thereafter as in humans was 
seen. The intensity of expression in infant rats 7 and 14 
days old was high and declined thereafter, until it was just 
discernible in adult rats.

Intestinal lGr5+ stem cells
Humans
Intestinal stem cells per crypt are shown in figures 3A 
and 4A. LGR5+ cells per crypt peaked broadly in infants, 
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Figure 2 Age dependence of intestinal crypt fission was 
examined in (A) 15 infants, children and teenagers/adults, 
and (B) rats in litters of 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 72 days of life. 
(A) Crypt fission as a percentage of bifid crypts on the y axis 
versus age on the x axis. Crypt fission was enumerated as 
the number of bifid crypts in a total of 100–150 whole crypts 
for each individual. (B) Percentage of bifid crypts versus age 
in rats. Crypt fission was high during infancy and declined 
during childhood in humans and young rats. Statistical 
analysis was performed using linear regression model in 
(A), and for both humans and rats crypt fission peaked 
during infancy (linear regression, p<0.001). (C) Mitotic count 
per crypt (continuous linear regression, p<0.0001) and (D) 
apoptotic count (continuous linear regression, p<0.0001) 
per crypt in humans. Mitotic count was high during 
infancy and decreased throughout childhood. In contrast, 
apoptotic count was zero until 3 years of age and increased 
exponentially during childhood.

Figure 3 LGR5+ cells were identified by in situ hybridisation 
in (A) humans and (B) rats. LGR5+ cells are apparent in 
the base of the crypts between Paneth cells. LGR5 cells 
in humans remained elevated until the age of 15 before 
declining to adult values (continuous linear regression, 
p<0.001). For rats, LGR5+ cells declined earlier in ontogeny 
after day 14 of life (categorical linear regression, p<0.01). 
LGR5, leucine- rich repeat- containing G- protein coupled 
receptors.

Figure 4 Representative LGR5 expressions are given for 
intestinal crypts of (A) humans and (B) rats. RNA expression 
was high in humans during infancy and early childhood, 
but noticeably became scarce after 15 years of age. In rats, 
LGR5 expression was high from 7 to 14 days and decreased 
markedly at 21 days and was low thereafter in rats 28 days 
and older. Bar=50 µm. Inset boxes x2. LGR5, leucine- rich 
repeat- containing G- protein coupled receptors.

children, and teenagers but were low in adults (contin-
uous linear regression). Similarly, the intensity of expres-
sion of LGR5 was high in infants and children and was low in adults. The intensity of LGR5 expressions in humans 

was less than that for rats.

Rats
LGR5 expression for rats is shown in figures 3B and 4B. 
The number and intensity of LGR5+ expressing cells 
peaked in rats 7 and 14 days old, declined to moderate 
levels in animals 21 days old and was lightly expressed 
thereafter (categorical linear regression).

mitotic count per crypt and apoptotic body count per crypt
Humans
Only occasional Ki67+ cells were present in the crypt base 
(cell positions 1–4). Similarly, only occasional mitotic 
figures were present in the crypt base in H&E (figure 1) 
or Ki67 stained tissue, or with haematoxylin counter-
staining of in situ slides. The mitotic count per crypt is 
illustrated in figure 2C. The mean (range) of mitotic 
count was 5.2 (3.7–6.5) during infancy, decreased to 3.1 
(2.0–3.5) during childhood and was 1.5 (1.2–2.0) during 
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Table 1 Effect of 5 days of recombinant Dickkopf (100 ng 
subcutaneously) treatment on the small intestine of 16- day- 
old rats

Group
Crypt 
fission

Mitotic count/
crypt section

LGR5 count/
crypt section

Control 11 (2.0)* 2.0 (0.4)† 2.8 (0.4)*
Dickkopf- 
treated

3 (0.6)* 2.0 (0.4)† 1.2 (0.2)*

Data are given as mean (SD) of five animals in each group.
*P<0.0001.
†Not significant.
LGR5, leucine- rich repeat- containing G- protein coupled receptors.

teenage years. We previously determined the mean 
(range) value for 39 adults as 2.4 (0.7–3.8). Apoptotic 
body count is illustrated in figure 2D. Apoptotic count 
was zero until approximately 3 years, and then increased 
and stabilised during childhood to 1.9 apoptotic bodies 
per whole crypt.

dickkopf treatment and lGr5+ stem cells and crypt fission 
in the rat
Dickkopf reduced LGR5+ stem cells and crypt fission to 
45% and 28%, respectively, of control values, but did not 
affect mitotic count per crypt (table 1). This shows the 
dependence of crypt fission on LGR5+ cells.

dIScuSSIon
This study found elevated crypt fission and expanded 
LGR5+ intestinal stem cells in humans and rats during 
infancy (figure 2). Crypt fission declined after 3 years of 
age in humans, but the number of LGR5+ cells remained 
elevated during childhood until at least early teenage 
years but were low in adults. Crypt cell apoptosis was zero 
during infancy but increased after 3 years of age. Possibly, 
increased crypt stem cell apoptosis lowered LGR5+ stem 
cells at an age when crypt fission had started to decline. 
Crypt fission occurs earlier in humans than in rats, as it 
begins in fetal life rather than perinatally as in the rat.16 
We speculate that LGR5+ numbers are regulated not 
only by proliferation through crypt fission, but also by 
apoptosis.

Dehmer et al3 found a similar peak of crypt fission in 
14- day- old infant mice, a progressive increase in crypts 
per intestinal circumference, expansion of stem cells by 
flow cytometry, and a peak of tissue LGR5 RNA, which is 
an exclusive stem cell marker. However, they unexpect-
edly found no increase in stem cells per crypt in GFP- 
LGR5 expressing transgenic mice. In contrast, we found 
LGR5+ intestinal stem cells were elevated in rats 7 and 
14 days old and in humans from infancy until teenage 
years. We had the advantage of an extended time course. 
In addition, our technique of in situ hybridisation was a 
direct and specific physiological measure of stem cells. 
In rats, intestinal stem cells decreased much earlier in 
ontogeny than humans (figure 3). Stem cells were still 
elevated until mid- teenage years in humans (figure 3). 

This shows the importance of studying humans, as stages 
or duration of ontogeny may differ between animals and 
humans.

Our microdissection technique was five fold more 
sensitive in evaluating crypt fission than assessment 
by histological branching, at least in humans in whom 
biopsy size may be limited. It changed the apprecia-
tion of crypt fission from an uncommon to a common 
process, as can be gleamed by comparing the peak 
values in the three infants of 27.3% by microdissec-
tion and 5.1% by histological branching. The reason 
for the discrepancy is that microdissection expresses 
crypt fission as percentage of bifid whole crypts 
over 100 whole crypts. Each crypt is typically 50 µm 
in diameter as compared with the 5 µm thickness of 
histological sections, with one (z) dimension and 
other two (x, y) higher dimensions depending on 
whether the histological plane of section was glancing 
or not. Moreover, it is more accurate as the sample 
size is larger at 100 or more, as each villus has 6 crypts 
attached in the case of humans and 3–15 crypts per 
villus for rats.

Elevated LGR5+ stem cells were present with crypt 
fission during infancy. However, proliferation of stem 
cells was not immediately apparent. The cell cycle 
time in mouse intestine for stem cells is 21 hours, and 
12 hours for transit amplifying cells.19 Thus, stem cells 
are slowly but continuously proliferating. A ‘cloak of 
invisibility’ hides the expansion of stem cells due to 
their slow proliferation (figure 1). These cells lose 
their LGR5 marker and form crypts with differentiated 
cells. Thus, the peak of LGR5+ cells during infancy 
promotes intestinal growth and drives crypt fission with 
their differentiated progeny that lose or have lost their 
‘stemness’.

Initially doubling of stem cells per crypt was suggested 
as the initiator of crypt fission.26 27 However, this was not 
observed by Dehmer et al3 in mice and was not present 
in the current study. Later Langlands et al28 described 
clustering of Paneth cells around an intestinal stem 
cell. This was observed in the current study. A cluster 
of Paneth cells is seen with a mitotic figure of a crypt 
base culumnar (CBC) at the leading edge of the fissure 
(figure 1B). Pin et al29 further described how fission is 
initiated by a weakness of the base of the crypt at the 
stem cell site from the viscoelastic forces of the stronger 
adjacent Paneth cells.

Crypt fission was dependent on LGR5+ cells in the rat, 
as Dickkopf treatment reduced both LGR5+ cells and 
crypt fission. The present work extends the previous 
studies,34–36 which showed elevated Wnt signalling at 
the base of crypts in rats and humans. Those studies did 
not examine LGR5+ cells. The present study extended 
those studies to LGR5+ stem cells and showed that Dick-
kopf reduced LGR5+ stem cells to 45%, and as a conse-
quence crypt fission was reduced to 29% of control 
values. The study also showed dependence of crypt 
fission on LGR5+ stem cells. Therefore, Wnt-β-catenin 
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signalling promotes crypt fission by promoting expan-
sion of LGR5+ cells.

In contrast, Kabiri et al37 found that Wnt signalling 
blockade in adult mice led to a brief period of prolifer-
ation of stem cells with C59 PORCN inhibitor in mice. 
Presumably this proliferation led to increased stem 
cells, although the numbers were not evaluated, only 
proliferating cells were counted and apoptosis was not 
evaluated. This contrasts with our finding of decreased 
stem cells after Wnt blockade with Dickkopf. We cannot 
explain this discrepancy other than to comment that 
inhibition with Dickkopf is very selective but less severe 
than with PORCN inhibitors. The human has similar 
features of high Wnt-β-catenin signalling during 
infancy,36 a peak of crypt fission during infancy,8 and an 
expanded population of LGR5+ stem cells (figure 3). 
Dickkopf treatment did not affect the mitotic count per 
crypt, which must be determined by the higher prolif-
eration of the progeny of LGR5+ cells in the transit 
amplifying zone. These progeny which have lost their 
LGR5+ marker must be under different control.37

There is an inherent difficulty with analysing biopsies 
from humans rather than animals, as all the subjects had 
an independent medical reason for endoscopy, which 
limited the number of subjects available. We ensured 
that no duodenal disease was present by recruiting only 
those with reflux oesophagitis, which does not affect 
the duodenum. As well, the number and size of the 
biopsy may limit the number of determinations that 
can be performed. This is why we also studied the post-
natal growth of the small intestine in rats. The sample 
size was greater in rats, and peaks of crypt fission and 
LGR5+ cells coincided during infancy. Our microdis-
section technique was reproducible within ~10% for 
crypt fission. It is superior to histological assessment as 
it assesses the whole crypt. Our data are consistent with 
that of laboratory rats, such as a peak of crypt fission 
and of Wnt-β-catenin signalling during infancy.6 34–36

In summary, crypt fission peaked during infancy in 
both humans and rats, and this coincided with elevated 
LGR5+ stem cells. We confirmed the in vitro and mouse 
evidence that Paneth cells cluster around a CBC to 
promote expansion of stem cells and their progeny 
with crypt fission. The elevated LGR5+ cells decreased 
earlier in ontogeny at day 21 in rats, but remained 
elevated in humans until mid- teenage years. Blockade 
of Wnt-β-catenin signalling in rat pups by Dickkopf, a 
specific Wnt inhibitor, reduced LGR5+ stem cells and 
consequently prevented crypt fission.
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